Izmo Winter School 2013 | Interior Design and Creative Re-use: transforming a bus into a
play room for children | Torino, Italy
What: Winter School
Topic: Interior Design and Creative Re-use: transforming a bus into a play room for children
When: January 16th - 25th, 2013
Where: Torino, Italy
Hours: 9:00am - 7:00pm
How: Lectures, Design Workshop, Installation in the Cecchi Point’s courtyard
Organization: Izmo in partnership with Politecnico di Torino, Cecchi Point, Circoscrizione 7 in the City of Turin
Fee: 500€ until December 18th || 570€ until January 9th
Izmo, after two editions of Summer Schools, has organized the first edition of the International Winter School in
Turin (Italy) from January 16th to January 25th 2013, which focuses on interior design and creative re-use. The
course is targeted to students, graduates, professionals, and, in general, anyone who is interested in the subject of
ecological and creative design.
The lectures (in English language) will be held by experts and professors of interior design and creative re-use of
spaces, with the aim to provide insights as broad and multidisciplinary as possible. In addition, students will have the
opportunity to experience firsthand methods of ecological and interactive design that will enable him or her to work
creatively with waste materials and to approach to participatory design practices.
The training offered will be further enhanced by a meeting with Controprogetto [Italy], UdA [Italy] and Truly Design
[Italy], who as special-guests will show their projects and approaches to the topic. At the end of their lessons,
participants will intervene effectively on a dismissed public bus, located in the Cecchi-Point courtyard: a multicultural hub
of a neighborhood located in Turin, near Izmo’s office. Students will design and refurbish the bus, in order to create a
new urban space: a play room for the children of the neighborhood, who usually get together at the Cecchi Point
after school time. Each student will receive all the materials and work tools necessary and will be mentored by Izmo
staff in each phase of the project.
Participants of the Winter School will be awarded 3 credits, recognized by the Politecnico di Torino, transferable at
any other university.
In addition, we will provide constant support in logistics, housing research, mobility, and tourism.
For any further information, please find the link on the QR code:
or visit the Summer School mini-website on www.izmo.it
Izmo - made to gather
FitzLab - Via Aosta, 8 - 10152 - Torino - Italy
associazione@izmo.it
Contact person:
Ianira Vassallo: +39 339 6460860 - Emanuela Saporito: +39 320 5729228

